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Jazzin' It Up
BEGINNER

40 Count 4 Walls
Choreographed by: Kim Oitzman

Choreographed to: There's Your Trouble by Dixie Chicks

KICK-HOP-POINTS
1 & 2 Kick right foot forward, hop & replace weight on the right foot, left foot points out to the side.
3 & 4 Kick left foot forward, hop & replace weight on the left foot, right foot points out to the side.
5 & 6 Repeat counts 1&2
7 & 8 Repeat counts 3&4

SHUFFLE POINTS
1 & 2,3 - 4 Shuffle traveling to the right, point left foot forward to the diagonal, point back diagonal
5 & 6,7 - 8 Shuffle traveling to the left, point right foot forward to the diagonal, point back diagonal

HOP CROSS
4
4

Hop-cross traveling right with step to the right, cross left over right, snap fingers (feet are still), repeat
for counts &3-4.

& 8
& 8

Continue hop crosses quickly traveling to the right, but on the last count, &8, you will finish with the left
heel out to the left side.

ADVANCED GRAPEVINE
4
4

Traveling to the left, hop left, then cross right foot over left, hop left again, right foot crosses behind
left, hold

& 8
& 8

Continue grapevine quickly ending with your right heel out to the right side on counts &8. (this whole
sequence is done on the balls of your feet)

HEEL TOES
1 - 8 Do four heel/toes in a 3/4 circle traveling to the right, giving 2 counts for each step.

JAZZ SQUARE & HIPS
1 - 4 Cross right over left, step back with the left foot, step side with the right foot, bring left foot next to right
5 - 8 (out-out, in-in) step forward pushing right hip out, step forward with left foot pushing left hip out, bring

right foot back bringing right hip back, bring left foot in next to right. Weight should end on left foot.

REPEAT
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